
Committee: Crisis Security Council

Presidents: Jerónimo Salcedo, Camilo Rodríguez & Andres Krohne.

Topic A: Will be revealed during CNGMUN’s opening ceremony.

Topic B: Will be revealed after Topic A is debated.



Welcome Letter

Dear delegates,

As Presidents of the Crisis committee, we extend to you all a warm greeting and a

welcome to the forty-first edition of the Colegio Nueva Granada’s Model United Nations.

It is an honor for us to participate in this model, as it has greatly impacted the lives of the three

of us, allowing us to develop valuable skills that we hope will serve us all when tackling the great

challenges that our world faces. This Crisis committee is unprecedented in that it will more than

ever challenge you to think critically, negotiate, and attempt to solve issues that threaten

international security, economic stability, and global cooperation. Therefore, we expect that each

of you come with the research and preparation required to actively participate in this committee.

We wish you all the best of luck in this model, and we remind you that regardless of the

academic awards, the greatest achievement that can be awarded this model and the

committee, is knowledge.

As presidents we are open to help you with any questions or concerns you may have, so do not

hesitate to contact us if you have any of these.

Best regards,

Presidents of the Crisis Committee,

Camilo Rodríguez, Jerónimo Salcedo & Andrés Krohne.



Procedure of the committee

This committee is an iteration of the United Nations Security Council during its management of

crises. Therefore, a similar procedure will be followed. The Security Council was established in

1945 with the main objective of ensuring international peace and security. It is composed of 15

members with 5 permanent vetoes (The United Kingdom, The United States, The French

Republic, The People’s Republic of China, and The Russian Federation) and 10 that are selected

for 2 year periods.

Functions and Powers:

→ Ensuring international peace and security by investigating disputes and recommending plans

of action to tackle threats to peace.

→ Imposing economic sanctions on states that threaten security.

→ Carrying out military actions to prevent further aggressions.

Guiding information

Given the level of difficulty of this committee, delegates will not be notified of the topics until

the opening ceremony of CNGMUN. However, it is imperative that you have an advanced

understanding of the international relations of your delegations, their economic conditions, and

most importantly their role in the new geopolitical order. These are all essential topics that will

help you adequately prepare for the crises that are coming your way. Be prepared to think on

your feet and to apply what you know about your country’s policies to new situations.

Parliamentary Procedure



Given that this committee will work as an iteration of the UN Security Council, the procedure

will be relatively similar to that of this organ and of most UN councils. Nevertheless, there will

be no use of directives and the crises will be managed by the presidents. Bear in mind that after

each topic is revealed, delegates will have 10 minutes prior to opening the session to draft an

opening speech for their delegation. For those delegates who are acting as representatives, there

will be no vote but you will have the capacity to influence the decisions of the delegations in the

committee.


